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Velinda is an expert in producing high quality 
pregnancy and nursing pil lows.

We use only the highest quality materials 
to ensure safety and comfort.

Our products are made from our own experiences 
which is a perfect base to create new ideally made 

products.

We have years of experience in sewing. 
That’s why we can be proud of our qualified staff 

ready to take any challenge.

Our high-quality pregnancy pil lows are great 
for getting a full night's sleep while pregnant 

or nursing newborns.
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Perfect for feeding

Pregnancy pil low give amazing 
back support and help babies to 
adopt a comfortable position.

Perfect for baby

Gives great back 
support while playing and 

feeding.

3
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Perfect for relax

Back support is given to ensure 
that relaxation is comfortable 

while pregnant.



Hypoallergenic

Perfect positioning for babies

Provides sleeping comfort 
during pregnancy

Multifunctional

GREAT SLEEPING FOR FUTURE MUMS

PREGNANCY PILLOWS BENEFITS:

- provides relief for tired and swollen legs -
- helps with fall ing asleep and 
to have a great nights sleep -

- bump support -
- leg support -

- helps your baby learn to sit -
- feeding pil low -
- “pen” for baby -
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“CIRCLE” SHAPE PILLOW

  COTTON PILLOWS

approx. 45cm

optimal dimension

4

provides comfort 
during and after birth



 "TWIRL" PILLOW

appro
x. 145cm

perfect for
    feeding

learn to sit
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 great for  
   sleeping



LARGE "C" PILLOW

approx. 130cm approx. 60cm

back 
support

bump support head 
support

legs support
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approx.75cm
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"SEVEN" PILLOW

head support 
bump support

        legs support

back support

approx. 130cm
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SMALL "c" PILLOW

can be used as 
a bolster

approx. 53cm

approx. 4
3cm

perfect for 
feeding
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approx. 53cm

approx. 4
3cm

can be used as
 a bolster

perfect for 
feeding
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SMALL "c" PILLOW



CHOICE OF  
MINKY COVERS 
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cream

grey

cappuccino-beige green

cappuccinored blue

pink



 MINKY - COTTON PILLOWS
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back supporthead 
support

LARGE "C" PILLOW

legs support
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approx. 130cm

bump 
support
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  "SEVEN" PILLOW

approx. 75cm

    
   a
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cm

  head support

bump 
support

wsparcie dla nóg

back 
support

approx. 130cm
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 legs 
  support
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back 
support

bump 
support

head 
support

 legs 
 support
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  "U" PILLOW



8

approx. 53cm

approx. 4
3cm

can be used as
 a bolster

perfect for 
feeding
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 SMALL "c" PILLOW



CHOICE OF 
MINKY - COTTON COVERS

420

blue checked 
blue

spring polka dots  
green

stripes 1st version  
pink

stripes_2nd 
version - green

grey and pink 
stars - pink

pink checked  
pink

beige checked   
cappuccino

red hearts
red

white stars on 
grey - grey

bright flourishes  
beige

cats - red

  blue - green





Producer: Velinda 
TTM Trading Services LTD

9B HIGH TOWN ROAD
Luton LU2 0BW 

info@my-velinda.com
www.my-velinda.com 

tel. +44 84 384 963 34


